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ABSTRACT

Polyphonic sound event localization and detection (SELD), which
jointly performs sound event detection (SED) and direction-of-arrival
(DoA) estimation, detects the type and occurrence time of sound
events as well as their corresponding DoA angles simultaneously. We
study the SELD task from a multi-task learning perspective. Two open
problems are addressed in this paper. Firstly, to detect overlapping
sound events of the same type but with different DoAs, we propose
to use a trackwise output format and solve the accompanying track
permutation problem with permutation-invariant training. Multi-head
self-attention is further used to separate tracks. Secondly, a previous
finding is that, by using hard parameter-sharing, SELD suffers from
a performance loss compared with learning the subtasks separately.
This is solved by a soft parameter-sharing scheme. We term the
proposed method as Event Independent Network V2 (EINV2), which
is an improved version of our previously-proposed method and an
end-to-end network for SELD. We show that our proposed EINV2
for joint SED and DoA estimation outperforms previous methods by
a large margin, and has comparable performance to state-of-the-art
ensemble models.

Index Terms— Sound event localization and detection, direction
of arrival, event-independent, permutation-invariant training, multi-
task learning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound source localization is a challenging research topic [1], with
applications in areas such as moving robots, scene visualization sys-
tems, and smart homes [2]. Sound event localization and detection
(SELD) estimates the locations of sound sources and detects the
corresponding types and occurrence time of the sound events.

For sound event detection (SED), learning-based methods [3],
which learn models on a dataset, have recently achieved state-of-
the-art performance [4]. However, for DoA estimation, parametric
methods [5], which use traditional signal processing algorithms, and
learning-based methods, seem to have different strengths. Parametric
methods do not need a training dataset, but their generalization ability
may not be as good and the number of sources usually needs to be
known a priori [5]. Learning-based methods, on the other hand, need
a labeled dataset, but can adapt to different complex environments.
In this paper, we focus on learning-based methods.

SELD was first introduced in Task 3 of the 2019 Detection and
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) Challenge,
which used the TAU Spatial Sound Events 2019 dataset [6,7]. A more
challenging dataset with moving sources was released in Task 3 of

the 2020 DCASE Challenge [8]. In the datasets for both challenges,
there can be up to two overlapping events. For SELD, we previously
introduced a two-stage method which detects the sound event first
and then transfers the learned representations to extract direction-
of-arrival (DoA) features [9]. While that method achieved a good
ranking in DCASE 2019, it intrinsically treats SELD as two separate
tasks, without continuously utilizing the essential interactions be-
tween SED and DoA estimation. In addition, due to its output format,
it is unable to detect different sound events of the same type that have
different DoAs. We call this situation homogeneous overlap.

In this paper, we focus on two open issues: the output format and
joint SELD learning. We show that, given an effective joint SELD
learning scheme, SED and DoA estimation can be trained together
with mutual benefits. Source code is released1.

Firstly, to detect the homogeneous overlap, the trackwise output
format is investigated thoroughly. We proposed an Event-Independent
Network using a trackwise output format to detect the homogeneous
overlap in a previous study [10]. The trackwise output format as-
sumes that the output of the network has several tracks, each with at
most one predicted event with a corresponding DoA. Different tracks
can detect events of the same type with different DoAs, which means
the trackwise output format can detect the homogeneous overlap [10].
However, the trackwise output format introduces a track permutation
problem, which is similar to the talker permutation problem in speaker
separation [11, 12]. To address this, we investigate frame-level and
chunk-level permutation-invariant training (PIT) to dynamically as-
sign labels to the correct tracks during training. We also propose to
use multi-head self-attention (MHSA) from transformers [13, 14] to
separate the latent representations.

Secondly, we propose an improved joint-learning method with
soft interactions between SED and DoA estimation for the trackwise
output format. From a learning perspective, SELD can be considered
as a Multi-Task Learning (MTL) problem [15]. MTL is typically
done with either hard parameter-sharing (PS) or soft PS. Hard PS
means that subtasks use the same high-level feature layers, while soft
PS means that different subtasks use feature layers of their own, and
there are connections between different feature layers. From previous
research [7, 9], it is found that hard PS used in SELDnet or domain
adaptation, which inductively transfers the learned representations
from task to task, as used in our previous two-stage method, does
not learn an optimal model. Instead, we propose to adopt a soft
PS strategy between SED and DoA estimation to learn an optimal
model. In particular, by using concepts inspired by the cross-stitch
module [16], we incorporate soft PS for both high-level feature layers

1https://github.com/yinkalario/EIN-SELD



and the MHSA that is used for track separation.
We propose a method that combines the trackwise output format

and the soft PS scheme. We call this method the Event-Independent
Network V2 (EINV2). To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
time that SELD has been discussed from a MTL perspective. We will
show that the proposed method outperforms previous methods by a
large margin, and a single EINV2 model using a simple VGG-style
architecture gives comparable performance to the state-of-the-art
ensemble models on Task 3 of the 2020 DCASE Challenge.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 reviews
related works. Section 3 introduces the proposed method. Section 4
shows experimental results. Section 5 summarizes our work.

2. RELATED WORKS

2.1. Sound Event Localization and Detection

SELD has received wide attention since Task 3 of 2019 DCASE
Challenge [6, 7, 17, 18]. A new TAU-NIGENs Spatial Sound Events
dataset with moving sound sources that promotes research in this
area was recently released [8, 19]. Adavanne et al. [7] proposed
SELDnet, where SED and DoA estimation share high-level feature
layers. We proposed a two-stage method by means of domain adapta-
tion [9]. Grondin et al. [20] used a CRNN on pairs of microphones
to perform SELD. Nguyen et al. [21] proposed to use a sequence
matching network to align SED and DoA predictions. Mazzon et
al. [22] proposed a spatial-augmentation method by rotating channels.
Shimada et al. [23] proposed an Activity-Coupled Cartesian DoA
Vector (ACCDOA) method to train only on location information but
using magnitudes of ACCDOA vectors as SED activations. In this
paper, an improved Event-Independent Network V2 using trackwise
output format and a soft PS scheme is proposed.

2.2. Multi-Task Learning

MTL has been successfully applied to almost all areas of machine
learning [15, 24, 25], such as natural language processing [26] and
computer vision [27]. MTL is inherently a multi-objective problem
with conflicts existing among tasks [28]. A weighted linear combi-
nation of per-task losses is a common balanced solution. However,
this simple solution may be invalid and make MTL detrimental when
tasks heavily compete. Therefore, the way that features are shared
among tasks is an essential problem. Some methods have been in-
vestigated, e.g. fully-adaptive feature sharing [29], joint many-task
model [30], Panoptic Feature Pyramid Networks [31], and so on.
Previous experimental results show that SED and DoA share some
common features, but also compete, which makes the hard PS used
by SELDnet [7] a suboptimal solution. In this paper, a soft PS method
is used.

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD

3.1. SELDnet Output Format

We first review the SELDnet output format [7]. An illustration of the
output format is given in Fig. 1. Mathematically the SELDnet output
format is defined as

YSELDnet = {(ySED, yDoA) |ySED ∈ 1KS , yDoA ∈ RK×3}, (1)

where ySED and yDoA are predictions for SED and DoA, respectively,
1
K
S is the one hot encoding for K classes, S is the set of sound event

classes, and the number of dimensions of Cartesian coordinates is 3.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of output formats, from SELDnet to Trackwise.

SELDnet predicts probabilities of all sound events and corre-
sponding locations. A threshold is then used to binarize the prob-
abilities of events. Binarized probabilities are used to activate cor-
responding sound events and locations. The number of predicted
event types and locations are the same (their dimensions are both K),
which means that there is only one location per predicted event.

Due to the fact that only one location can be predicted for one
event, the SELDnet output format cannot detect the same event with
multiple locations, hence it is invalid when there is a homogeneous
overlap. In addition, we found that when only a few types of sound
events are active, locations of other inactive events tend to be very
similar to locations of activated events. For instance, in Fig. 1, the
SELDnet output format shows that the event “Alarm” is not active,
but its location is very similar to the location of “Dog”. Considering
the fact that there is only a limited number of active sources at frame
t, predicting locations for all of the event types, no matter if they
are active or not, is unnecessary. Therefore, dimensions of location
are redundant. Regression naturally fits when estimating continuous
locations. Redundant dimensions of regression may increase the
demand for the training-data size and the model capacity.

3.2. Trackwise Output Format

The trackwise output format was first proposed in our previous work
[10] and is also shown in Fig. 1. It can be defined as

YTrackwise = {(ySED, yDoA) |ySED ∈ 1M×KS , yDoA ∈ RM×3} , (2)

where M is the number of tracks. Since K is the total sound events
categories, M � K in general.

Each track only detects one event and a corresponding location.
The number of tracks M is the desired number of DoAs to detect.
Hence, instead of estimating locations for all of the K events regard-
less of whether they are active or not, the trackwise output format
only estimates M locations. This greatly reduces the demand for the
model capacity and the required data size. In addition, the output
format can now detect the homogeneous overlap.

The trackwise output format introduces a track permutation prob-
lem [10]. Since M � K, events are not always predicted in fixed
tracks. At frame t, “Dog” can be predicted in track 1, but at next
frame t + 1, “Dog” can be predicted in track 2. The prediction of
“Dog” is not fixed on track 1 or 2. This would result in a consequence
that tracks do not “know” the correct ground truth during training.
Permutation-invariant training is used to solve this problem.

3.3. Permutation-Invariant Training

Permutation-invariant training (PIT) was first proposed for speaker
separation [11]. Our previous work discussed the benefit of using PIT
for the trackwise output format [10]. Frame-level and chunk-level
PIT are both used in this paper. Here, chunk is a whole segment
spanning from the start to the end of an event. Frame-level PIT



assumes labels among frames are independently assigned, chunk-
level PIT assumes labels that are within the same chunk of audio
event are assigned to the same track. Let o denote the frame index
t or the chunk index c. Given a permutation set P(o) consisting of
all possible prediction-label pairs at index o, ground truth labels are
assigned using all possible combinations in P(o). The lowest loss for
each frame (tPIT) or for each chunk (cPIT) will be chosen to perform
the back-propagation. The PIT loss can be defined as

LPIT (o) = min
α∈P(o)

∑
M

{`SED
α (o) + `DoA

α (o)}, (3)

where α ∈ P(o) is one of the possible permutation pairs.

3.4. Multi-Head Self-Attention

The MHSA in transformers [13] is used to separate tracks. A fixed
absolute positional encoding is used before MHSA as:

P(t,2i) = 0.1 sin
(
t/108i/Dc

)
, P(t,2i+1) = 0.1 cos

(
t/108i/Dc

)
, (4)

where t denotes the index of the time dimension, and i denotes the
index of the feature maps. Given an inputX ∈ RDt×Din with Din

denoting the input dimension, the Self-Attention (SA) can be written
as:

SA (X) := softmax
(
(X + P )WqryW

>
key(X + P )>

)
XWval, (5)

whereWqry,Wkey ∈ RDin×Dk are learnable query and key matri-
ces, respectively, Dk is the dimension of keys,Wval ∈ RDin×Dout

is a learnable value matrix. MHSA evenly splits Dout to Nh head,
with each head having a dimension of Dh. MHSA can be expressed
as:

MHSA(X) := concat
h∈[Nh]

[ SA h(X)]Wout + bout, (6)

whereWout ∈ RNh·Dh×Dout and bout ∈ RDout are the projection
matrix and the corresponding bias, respectively.

3.5. Parameter-Sharing Strategies

From an MTL perspective, joint SELD learning can be mutually
beneficial [15, 24]. The explanation is three-fold: (i) SED and DoA
estimation have different noise patterns. When training a model on
both SED and DoA estimation, the idea is to learn a good representa-
tion F that generalizes well through averaging both data-dependent
or label-dependent noise patterns; (ii) some features R may be easy
to learn for SED, while being hard to learn for DoA estimation. Using
MTL, the model can eavesdrop to learn features R through SED; (iii)
MTL uses several loss terms, which may act in the same way as loss
regularizers. Hence, MTL can also reduce the overrfit of the model
to SED or DoA estimation. Hard and soft PS are two typical methods
to implement MTL. Hard PS means subtasks use the same feature
layers, whereas soft PS means subtasks use their own feature layers
with connections existing among those feature layers.

As shown in Fig. 2, three PS strategies are given for the trackwise
output format. Fig. 2(a) shows hard PS for the trackwise output
format. High-level representations are fully shared between two
tasks. However, it is inevitable that as two different tasks, SED
and DoA estimation conflict. Hard PS forces them to use the same
features, which leads to a performance loss compared with learning
the subtasks separately. Fig. 2(b) shows no PS with the trackwise
output format. This method treats two tasks as separate ones. Since
SED and DoA labels are connected, there are still weak connections
between the two tasks when they are trained together. Fig. 2(c)
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Fig. 2: Different strategies of PS. Dotted-red is the SED task. Dashed-
green is the DoA estimation task. Rectangular-blue boxes indicate
soft connections between SED and DoA estimation.

Table 1: Event Independent Network V2
SED task, log-mel spectrogram DoA estimation task, log-mel + intensity vector

(3× 3 @ 64, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 2× 2 (3× 3 @ 64, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 2× 2
Soft Parameter-Sharing, α2×2 @ 64

(3× 3 @ 128, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 2× 2 (3× 3 @ 128, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 2× 2
Soft Parameter-Sharing, α2×2 @ 128

(3× 3 @ 256, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 1× 2 (3× 3 @ 256, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 1× 2
Soft Parameter-Sharing, α2×2 @ 256

(3× 3 @ 512, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 1× 2 (3× 3 @ 512, BN, ReLU)× 2, Pooling 1× 2
Global average pooling @ frequency Global average pooling @ frequency

Track 1, SED Track 1, DoA Track 2, SED Track 2, DoA
(MHSA @ 512, 8 h)× 2 (MHSA @ 512, 8 h)× 2 (MHSA @ 512, 8 h)× 2 (MHSA @ 512, 8 h)× 2

Soft Parameter-Sharing, α2×2 @ 512 Soft Parameter-Sharing, α2×2 @ 512
FC, 512× 14, Sigmoid FC, 512× 3, Tanh FC, 512× 14, Sigmoid FC, 512× 3, Tanh
Binary Cross-Entropy Mean Square Error Binary Cross-Entropy Mean Square Error

Frame-Level or Chunk-Level permutation-invariant Training

shows soft PS using cross-stitch with the trackwise output format.
The cross-stitch units are applied between feature layers and MHSA
layers in both SED and DoA estimation. Let Dc, Dt, Df denote
the dimensions of feature maps, time, and frequency, respectively.
αij ∈ RDc denotes learnable parameters. The new feature maps
(x̂SED, x̂DoA) ∈ RDc×Dt×Df can be calculated from the original
feature maps (xSED,xDoA) as:[

x̂SED, x̂DoA
]>

= α
[
xSED,xDoA

]>
, (7)

where α is a 2 × 2 matrix that consists of elements αij , and [·]>
denotes the transpose operation.

3.6. Event-Independent Network V2

The proposed EINV2 combines the trackwise output format, PIT,
MHSA, and soft PS. Table 1 shows the architecture of EINV2. The
audio features used are log-mel spectrograms and intensity vectors
in mel-space [10]. The trackwise output format can detect DoAs
using only necessary dimensions. It can also detect the homogeneous
overlap. PIT is used to solve the track permutation problem. MHSA
is used to separate tracks. The soft PS using cross-stitch units is
created between latent representations of SED and DoA estimation
subtasks, the network can decide what useful information to exchange
and what not to. This avoids a performance loss for both subtasks.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The dataset used is TAU-NIGENS Spatial Sound Events 2020 [8],
which consists of 14 types of sound events with continuous DoA



Table 2: Format comparison.

Method SEDonly

F
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Fig. 3: Format performance.

Table 3: Performance on combined SELD task.
Methods Output Format ER≤20◦ F≤20◦ LECD LRCD

Baseline SELDnet 0.720 37.4% 22.8◦ 60.7%

No-PS SELDnet 0.399 67.5% 14.8◦ 83.8%
Trackwise 0.340 73.7% 11.9◦ 83.8%

Hard-PS SELDnet 0.414 65.9% 15.5◦ 82.4%
Trackwise 0.339 73.9% 10.4◦ 81.3%

ACCDOA [23] SELDnet 0.333 75.9% 10.3◦ 82.1%

Soft-PS SELDnet 0.350 72.1% 13.1◦ 83.8%
EINV2 Trackwise 0.299 ± 0.03 77.0 ± 0.3% 8.9 ± 0.2◦ 83.8 ± 0.2%

No-PS-DA Trackwise 0.323 75.8% 10.2◦ 83.1%
Hard-PS-DA Trackwise 0.264 80.5% 7.9◦ 84.3%

ACCDOA-DA SELDnet 0.293 80.0% 8.7◦ 84.4%
EINV2-DA Trackwise 0.233 ± 0.03 83.2 ± 0.2% 6.8 ± 0.2◦ 86.1 ± 0.3%

ACCDOA Ensemble Model2 SELDnet 0.25 83.2% 7.0◦ 86.2%
Best Ensemble Model2 − 0.20 84.9% 6.0◦ 88.5%

angles spanning from φ ∈ [−180, 180) in azimuth and θ ∈ [−45, 45]
in elevation. There are up to two overlapping events, hence M is
set to 2. Four evaluation metrics are used [19], F-score F≤T◦ , Error
RateER≤T◦ , localization errorLECD and localization recallLRCD.
F≤T◦ and ER≤T◦ consider true positives predicted under a distance
threshold T = 20◦ from the ground truth.

4.1. Hyper-Parameters

A 1024-point Hann window with a hop size of 600 points is used for
FFT. The number of mel bands is 256. Audio clips are segmented to
have a fixed length of 4 seconds without overlapping for both training
and test sets. The AdamW optimizer is used. The learning rate is
set to 0.0005 for the first 90 epochs and is adjusted to 0.00005 for
next 10 epochs that follows. The threshold for SED is 0.5 to binarize
predictions. All experimental scores are trained on the development
set and tested on the evaluation set based on 1 second segments. Final
scores are averaged on five different trials.

4.2. Comparison of the trackwise and the SELDnet formats

The trackwise and the SELDnet formats are discussed first. To accu-
rately compare the two formats, the single SED and DoA estimation
tasks are tested individually. When testing SED alone, DoA predic-
tions are set to be ground truth. A similar setup applies for DoA
estimation. Both tasks use a single branch of EINV2 without soft
PS shown in Table 1. Comparison results and the convergence be-
haviour of location error are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.
TracknoPIT, TrackcPIT and TracktPIT represents the trackwise out-
put format without PIT, with chunk-level PIT, and with frame-level
PIT, respectively. It can be seen that TracktPIT achieves the lowest
location error with TrackcPIT falling behind by 0.16◦. SELDnet
gets approximately 5◦ higher location error. TracknoPIT does not
converge. It is within expectations that the SELDnet output format
has a higher location error than TracktPIT, which reduces redundant
dimensions for regression as discussed in Section 3.2. When the
trackwise output format is used, the track permutation problem pre-
vents the correct labels from being assigned to the corresponding
tracks. This can be elegantly solved using PIT. cPIT is more effective

2https://bit.ly/31edoqC

at tracking chunk-level events. While the metrics used in this paper
are frame-level, which may be the reason why TracktPIT is slightly
better than TrackcPIT.

4.3. Joint SELD Task

Several methods for the SELD task are compared with results shown
in Table 3. No-PS, Hard-PS, and Soft-PS using cross-stitch are the
methods shown in Fig. 2. Among these methods, ACCDOA is an
exception which only trains using DoA loss [23]. The proposed
EINV2 method is a combination of Soft-PS and the trackwise output
format. The second part with DA in the table shows the performance
with rotation [22] and SpecAugment [32] data-augmentation methods.

It can be seen in the upper part of Table 3 that the trackwise
output format achieves consistently lower LECD and better over-
all performance than the SELDnet output format for every method.
When using the SELDnet output format, No-PS outperforms Hard-
PS, which indicates that hard parameter-sharing may be worse than
learning two separate tasks, that SED and DoA estimation can be
detrimental to each other. It is a bit surprising that ACCDOA using
the SELDnet output format outperforms No-PS and Hard-PS using
the trackwise output format. This may be because ACCDOA turns the
joint task into a single task, which eliminates the detriment caused by
joint learning. However, ACCDOA still suffers from a performance
loss in SED compared with SEDonly. It may be because ACCDOA
uses mean-square-error instead of binary cross entropy as the loss to
train SED. It is also challenging for ACCDOA to adapt to cases with
different location radii. Among all compared methods, the proposed
EINV2 shows the best performance without a compromise compared
with learning the subtasks separately. All EINV2 scores are better or
equal to separate tasks. This indicates that by using an effective joint
learning scheme, SELD can be trained together with mutual benefits.

It can be seen in the lower part of Table 3 that, when two data
augmentation methods are applied, EINV2 outperforms other meth-
ods and is comparable with the best ensemble models, which use
complex models and more data augmentation methods. EINV2 is a
single model with basic VGG-style modules that can be extended to
some other networks, such as ResNet or DenseNet.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented an improved Event Independent Network V2 for
sound event localization and detection. It addresses two problems.
First, a trackwise output format is able to detect sound events of the
same type but with different DoAs. Both frame-level and chunk-level
permutation-invariant training are used to solve the track permutation
problem. Multi-head self-attention is used to separate predictions in
different tracks. Second, a soft parameter-sharing scheme is adopted
for joint SELD without a performance compromise compared with
learning the subtasks separately. Experimental results show that the
proposed EINV2 outperforms previous methods by a large margin.
With a single VGG-style model used, EINV2 is comparable with the
best ensemble models that use more data augmentation methods.
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